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For the first time Maruti Swift was launched in the year 2005 in India and its diesel version was
launched in the year 2007. Presently, its sale has reached 12,000 units per month. Last year the
sale was around 141,000 units. It came out as one of the much preferred car in India. This premium
compact car is a European designed product and has created a division for itself in India. The latest
swift has been introduced at the time when there is a momentous demand for outgoing model. The
new-fangled Swift has been developed in partnership with Suzuki engineers. More than 32
Japanese engineers with 100 engineers in India worked day out and day in for finishing up the new
avatar, New Maruti Swift.

In the B segment of cars, the Swift gives off new quality of response, power and the fuel
competence. The Swift European edition is accessible in three to five manner door opening choices.
Though, in India there are five doors Swift. The New Swift has got great body graphics providing car
sporty and aggressive look. The carâ€™s sporty look is what that has made it the most challenging and
demanding car among the young of the day. New Maruti Swift similar to outgoing Swift will going to
be the head turner with its mind boggling design and the style, and also the technology and power
attached to it.

In contrast to the outgoing Swift, the latest Swift is swifter with the added acceleration beside much
power for weighing the ratio. In addition, innovative Swift too offers better fuel efficiency. There are
as much as 140 latest features added into the new Swift. There are some features that have
appeared for first time, the new look, better features and quite a much mileage, the latest Swift will
surely become the set of new benchmark among the premium compact cars available in India.

The brand Maruti Suzuki Swift VXi is the petrol model mid segment. It is supported with the similar
K-series 1197cc engine that produces 87 Ps of the highest power. Distinct from the LXI model, the
latest Maruti Swift VXI has got the body color door handles along with body color bumpers, powered
electrically ORVMs with twist indicators, rear and front fog lamps for better visibility in the hostile
weather conditions. The high-end looks of the Swift VXI are supported with the plush & chic
interiors. Maruti Suzuki Swift VXi price pretty convincing. It is being counted among the best Maruti
Suzuki cars. The Maruti Swift cars are the popular choice today.
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